The authors derive generalizations of some remarkable product formulas of Harry Bateman for the classical Jacobi polynomials. They also show how the results considered here would lead to various families of linear, bilinear, and bilateral generating functions for the Jacobi and related polynomials.
Introduction and Preliminaries
As long ago as 1905, Bateman [6] (1) F(a + n + 1)F( +n + 11 r(a + k + 1)F(Z + k + 1 P')(z)Pa'Z)(Y)' from which, by applying an elementary series inversion [13, p. 388, Problem 74] , it is not difficult to deduce the following linearization formula for the classical Jacobi polynomials (-1) n+ k(a + fl +n + 1)k[x + y + k P(na' x)P(na' ) y) k=OE n!(n k)! , 2 
Polynomial Expansions in Several Variables
We begin by introducing the class of multivariable polynomials (WmlZl"'"W zr) E rt!(/ q-n) En(;w)" (ml"'"mr;Zl"'"Zr)' (7) into the left-hand side of (11), we readily obtain (wmlZl,...,w Zr)-Sn(ml,...,mr;Zl,...,Zr)n wn, 
(mj E N(j -1,...,r); nEN0:-NU{0}).
On the other .hand, the right-hand side of (11) can easily be rewritten as
Thus, upon equating the coefficients of w n from both sides of Srivastava's expansion (11), we find that " () Sn(ml,...,mr;zl,...,Zr
II'k)(ml, ., mr; Zl, ., Zr), (15) where (14) and (15) In this special case, the innermost double series on the right-hand side of (16) Fr[r-n, + fl /n / 1;c / 1,f / 1; #(1-x)(1-y), 41-(1 + x)(1 + y)], " which follows from a more general reduction formula for F 4 given by Bailey [3] (see also [4, Section 9 .6]), (18)in the special case when c+fl+l, z-1/4(1-x)(1-y), and -1/4(l+x)(1-4-y) yields Bateman's formula (1).
Applications Involving Generating Functions
For suitably bounded coefficients f2n(n E N0), if we start from the definition (3) In its special case when # u = 0, if we further set = a + + 1, n--(7)n()n (neN0), z--1/4(1-x)(1-y), and-1/4(l+x)(l+y), and make use of Watson's result (19) , our generating function (21) would yield Feldheim's formula (4).
The general results (15) and (16) can also be applied similarly with a view to obtaining various families of generating functions.
